


the-documents.org is an online platform, collecting, describing, presenting and
generating documents of all sorts. It documents documents.

Your path through the collection lead along Le dos-cul ment,
Investment, Learning broom-making again, What the left hand
forgot, A smoker’s history of energy, Room 3, Potholes, Neptune
in opposition [16/20] – Unrest, 12M m3 [3/8] Swell, Wheelhouse
(replica), Roofing (4) – Celine & Logan, Quarry, Antlers, Plaster,
Cover, Dust, 12M m3 [3/8] Swell, Neptune in opposition [19/20]
– Approximation, Neptune in opposition [11/20] – Alpine,
Neptune in opposition [15/20] – Plethora, Dust, Original Copy,
Magic Mountain, The Events That Took Place in Grimbergen,
Wheelhouse (replica), Desiccation, Crash (2), Aggressive
mimicry, Original Copy, From Asturias, Into Cantabria, Neptune
in opposition [12/20] – Culmination

11.01.2023



What constitutes a ‘document’ and how does it function?

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the etymological
origin is the Latin ‘documentum’, meaning ‘lesson, proof,
instance, specimen’. As a verb, it is ‘to prove or support
(something) by documentary evidence’, and ‘to provide with
documents’. The online version of the OED includes a draft
addition, whereby a document (as a noun) is ‘a collection of data
in digital form that is considered a single item and typically has
a unique filename by which it can be stored, retrieved, or
transmitted (as a file, a spreadsheet, or a graphic)’. The current
use of the noun ‘document’ is defined as ‘something written,
inscribed, etc., which furnishes evidence or information
upon any subject, as a manuscript, title-deed, tomb-stone, coin,
picture, etc.’ (emphasis added).

Both ‘something’ and that first ‘etc.’ leave ample room for
discussion. A document doubts whether it functions as
something unique, or as something reproducible. A passport
is a document, but a flyer equally so. Moreover, there is a
circular reasoning: to document is ‘to provide with
documents’. Defining (the functioning of) a document most
likely involves ideas of communication, information, evidence,
inscriptions, and implies notions of objectivity and neutrality –
but the document is neither reducible to one of them, nor is it
equal to their sum. It is hard to pinpoint it, as it disperses
into and is affected by other fields: it is intrinsically tied to the
history of media and to important currents in literature, photo
graphy and art; it is linked to epistemic and power structures.
However ubiquitous it is, as an often tangible thing in our
environment, and as a concept, a document deranges.



the-documents.org continuously gathers documents and
provides them with a short textual description, explanation,
or digression, written by multiple authors. In 
Lisa Gitelman paraphrases ‘documentalist’ Suzanne Briet,
stating that ‘an antelope running wild would not be a
document, but an antelope taken into a zoo would be
one, presumably because it would then be framed – or
reframed – as an example, specimen, or instance’.
The gathered files are all documents – if they weren’t before
publication, they now are. That is what the-documents.org,
irreversibly, does. It is a zoo turning an antelope into
an ‘antelope’.

Paper Knowledge,

As you made your way through the collection,
the-documents.org tracked the entries you viewed.
It documented your path through the website.
As such, the time spent on the-documents.org turned
into this – a new document.

This document was compiled by ____ on 11.01.2023 11:06,
printed on ____ and contains 31 documents on 68 pages.
(https://the-documents.org/log/11-01-2023-5023/)

the-documents.org is a project created and edited
by De Cleene De Cleene; design & development by
atelier Haegeman Temmerman.

the-documents.org has been online since 23.05.2021.

Notes

De Cleene De Cleene is Michiel De Cleene and Arnout De Cleene.
Together they form a research group that focusses on novel ways of
approaching the everyday, by artistic means and from a cultural and critical
perspective.
www.decleenedecleene.be / info@decleenedecleene.be

•

This project was made possible with the support of the Flemish
Government and KASK & Conservatorium, the school of arts of HOGENT
and Howest. It is part of the research project Documenting Objects,
financed by the HOGENT Arts Research Fund.

•

Sources

Briet, S. Qu’est-ce que la documentation? Paris: Edit, 1951. •
Gitelman, L. Paper Knowledge. Toward a Media History of Documents.
Durham/ London: Duke University Press, 2014.

•

Oxford English Dictionary Online. Accessed on 13.05.2021.•



Notes

Sébastien Conard (1982) is a graphic artist, writer and teacher. He draws,
writes and publishes comics, post-comics and artist’s books. From 2023
until 2026, he will explore the graphic trace in the context of a
postdoctoral research project at LUCA School of Arts. 

•

the-documents.orgThis is a trace, and it is not.
Ceci est une trace et ne l’est pas.
What is a trace?
Qu’est-ce qu’une trace?
Le document n’en est pas, le document documente.
Documents what?
Peu importe, le mot ‘document’ est dérivé du latin
docere, c’est à dire…
to show, to teach, to instruct. The document is
docile, unlike the trace.
La trace ne montre pas, n’enseigne pas, n’instruit en
rien, à moins d’interpréter.
The trace as indexical: it does not ‘show’ though
one can see it. It does not teach,
sauf que tout nous pré-existe, ou plutôt, nous
insiste, n’est-ce pas?
It doesn’t: it’s never there as such until we name it
so.

Documenti!
Papiere!
Poètes, vos papiers!
(Léo Ferre 1956)

Le document.
Le dos-cul ment.
Le d’au-cul ment.
Le dé au cul ment.
Mais co-ment?

Butt how?
The do-cum-meant.
The doc-cue-mint.
The dock-comment.

This is a carboard mousepad.
Are you happy now?
Are you happy?
Are you?
Now?

document: a paper or set of papers with written or
printed information, especially of an official type.
(https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/document)

‘He’s more of an official type.’

A document is a written, drawn, presented, or
memorialized representation of thought, often the
manifestation of non-fictional, as well as fictional,
content.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Document)

‘She was quite content.’

 Tha back-ass lies!

This is a trace, and it is not.
Ceci est une trace et ne l’est pas.
What is a trace?
Qu’est-ce qu’une trace?
Le document n’en est pas, le document documente.
Documents what?
Peu importe, le mot ‘document’ est dérivé du latin
docere, c’est à dire…
to show, to teach, to instruct. The document is
docile, unlike the trace.
La trace ne montre pas, n’enseigne pas, n’instruit en
rien, à moins d’interpréter.
The trace as indexical: it does not ‘show’ though
one can see it. It does not teach,
sauf que tout nous pré-existe, ou plutôt, nous
insiste, n’est-ce pas?
It doesn’t: it’s never there as such until we name it
so.

Documenti!
Papiere!
Poètes, vos papiers!
(Léo Ferre 1956)

Le document.
Le dos-cul ment.
Le d’au-cul ment.
Le dé au cul ment.
Mais co-ment?

Butt how?
The do-cum-meant.
The doc-cue-mint.
The dock-comment.

This is a carboard mousepad.
Are you happy now?
Are you happy?
Are you?
Now?

document: a paper or set of papers with written or
printed information, especially of an official type.
(https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/document)

‘He’s more of an official type.’

A document is a written, drawn, presented, or
memorialized representation of thought, often the
manifestation of non-fictional, as well as fictional,
content.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Document)

‘She was quite content.’

 Tha back-ass lies!



the-documents.org Le dos-cul ment

type

scan

date

06.01.2023

filename

Conard-Mousepad2022.png

size

115KB

author

Sébastien Conard

category

book, data storage, manual, sign

11:02:03



the-documents.orgThe oldest coin in the collection has darkened over
time, but upon inspection, the text ‘AD USUM
BELGII AUSTR’ (left) and the contours of a
(female) head (right) can be discerned. A quick
search learns it stems from the middle of the 18th
century. The coin was made and used in the
Austrian Netherlands, reigned by Maria Theresa,
who is the one depicted. My mother recollects
finding it in the backyard when she was a kid.

About 40 years later, the euro was introduced. The
ringbinder with my mother’s coin collection was
taken from the shelf. A dilemma came to the fore:
we wondered if we should keep one of each existing
Belgian coin and banknote and put them in the
binder, alongside Maria Theresa, or if we should
exchange them for the new European currency. The
decision to keep a coin of five Belgian francs was
not difficult to make, but as the amount raised, the
answer was increasingly hard to give. This was an
assessment of the old currency’s emotional and
projected historical value, compared to its current
financial worth. It was a decision based on
investment principles. 

To accentuate the value of the Maria Theresa
kronenthaler of 1 liard, I put the coin on a pile of
red post-it-notes when photographing it. Coins like
these are sold on eBay for prices ranging from 0,70
euros to 16 euros.



the-documents.org Investment

type

photograph

date

29.07.2021

filename

_MG_6826.JPG; _MG_6825.JPG

size

6,7MB; 7,7MB

author

Arnout De Cleene

category

archaeology, economy, family, numismatics, collecting

11:02:06
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the-documents.org Investment

11:02:06



Notes

Clementine Vaultier’s interests, although trained as a ceramist, are in the
warm surroundings of the fire rather than the production it engenders.

• Sources

Biesemans, W. De Bezemhoek. 1976 (YouTube – De Bezemhoek)•

the-documents.orgThis video-still is taken from a documentary about
‘Le Coin du Balai – De Bezemhoek’, a Brussels
neighborhood on the edge of the Sonian Wood.
Historically, the inhabitants had the exclusive right
to harvest young shoots of trees to make and sell
brooms. In 1976, filmmaker Willy Biesemans
captured the last broom-maker, still in possession of
this vernacular knowledge. 

Nowadays, the Sonian Wood is commonly
understood as a place of natural beauty surrounding
the city. The wood the forest produces is managed
as a chain of production and sold in public auction
to the best buyer. The bulk of the forest’s produce is
exported abroad and eventually imported back as
manufactured goods.



the-documents.org Learning broom-making again

type

screenshot

date

16.08.2022

filename

clementine_learning_broommaking_ag

ain.png

size

3 MB

author

Clémentine Vaultier

category

botany, economy, landscape, tree

11:02:07



the-documents.orgAt the end of the day, riding home after work, I find
a text on my hand: 

            C
            D[…]ers
            Desk
            K
            Communication book

‘Diapers’, I recall, and stop at the shop to buy them.
Sweat, dust, and manic hand rubbing have rendered
parts of the writing illegible. ‘C’ is for Carl, whose
newborn I need to visit as soon as possible.
Sometimes, I can’t remember what the initial stands
for. I don’t have any friends with names beginning
with a K (who have newborns I need to visit).

The right hand writes, the left hand serves as the
canvas. The back of the right hand, folded around
the pen, is blank and tells the always already written
on back of the left hand, whose palm never holds a
pen, what to register. Right: an author. Left: a
poem, sunken into the pores. 

Back home, I trace ‘Desk’ again, as not to forget to
clean it tomorrow.



the-documents.org What the left hand forgot

type

photograph

date

18.07.2022

filename

_MG_7728.JPG, _MG_7792.JPG size

size

5,5 MB, 5,7 MB

author

Arnout De Cleene

category

data storage, literature, hand

11:02:07
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the-documents.org What the left hand forgot
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Notes

The scene shows a man standing at a desk, sticking out his hand to an
officer in a window that reads, in mirror writing: Customs.

1

On eBay a complete series is advertised (15 EUR), with a lo-res picture
of the whole collection, including the five bands missing in my
grandfather’s collection. The information on the back, however, is not
given. It leads to a highly speculative history of energy. 

2

A man in a gown watching a T-shaped object.•
A child in a cellar, sitting on a stool at a table with gray objects.•
A soldier kneeling beside a child, in front of a train, and in front of a boat.•
A low table with a giant cartwheel of sorts and a box.•
A vertical object with what seems to be a bell on top.•

the-documents.orgA mostly empty book designed to collect cigar
bands. The bands are glued to the paper at their left
side, so the information on the backside, explaining
the image and referring to the series it belongs to
and the number of different labels the series
contains, can be looked up. The book has complete
and incomplete series on Christopher Columbus
(complete), tanks (incomplete), the origins of
civilization (complete), Ancient cultures
(incomplete), fashion (complete), South-American
sculptures (complete), Ancient columns
(incomplete), Nobel Prize Winners (incomplete), an
unclarified series of seven men, most of whom are
‘prof.’ or ‘dr.’(complete / incomplete), design plates
(incomplete), famous Belgians (complete /
incomplete), statesmen (incomplete) and football
players (incomplete). The first page in the book is
used to present two series. The left column presents
the Egyptian dynasty (incomplete). The middle and
right column present a series of bands by the brand
Jubilé on the history of energy in telling scenes and
pieces of machinery. 

Series: Energy

Middle column, top to bottom: 

The writing telegraph. Hughes•
Experiment with a sulphur globe. William
Gilbert

•

Primitive telephone. Philipp Reis•
Wireless telegraph.  Guglielo [sic] Marconi• 1

The arc of Volta. Sir Humphry Davy•
Fire in the wagon. Thomas Alva Edison•
Experiments with lightning. Benjamin Franklin•
Cathode for creating X-Rays. Wilhelm Röntgen•
Rotating magnetic field. Galileo Ferraris•

Right column, top to bottom:

Electric discharge. William Watt•
Magnetic telephone. Antonio Meucci•
Muscels reacting to electricity. Luigi Galvani•
Voltaic pile. Alessandro Volta•
Oscillating circuit. Guglielo [sic] Marconi•
Development of the telephone. Graham Bell•
Telephone, beginning of the 20th century•
Next to his wireless telegraph. Guglielo [sic]
Marconi

•

Invention of the incandescent light bulb.
Thomas Alva Edison

•

Morse’s telegraph. Samuel Morse•

The series is incomplete.2

A mostly empty book designed to collect cigar
bands. The bands are glued to the paper at their left
side, so the information on the backside, explaining
the image and referring to the series it belongs to
and the number of different labels the series
contains, can be looked up. The book has complete
and incomplete series on Christopher Columbus
(complete), tanks (incomplete), the origins of
civilization (complete), Ancient cultures
(incomplete), fashion (complete), South-American
sculptures (complete), Ancient columns
(incomplete), Nobel Prize Winners (incomplete), an
unclarified series of seven men, most of whom are
‘prof.’ or ‘dr.’(complete / incomplete), design plates
(incomplete), famous Belgians (complete /
incomplete), statesmen (incomplete) and football
players (incomplete). The first page in the book is
used to present two series. The left column presents
the Egyptian dynasty (incomplete). The middle and
right column present a series of bands by the brand
Jubilé on the history of energy in telling scenes and
pieces of machinery. 
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the-documents.org A smoker’s history of energy

type

scan

date

18.08.2021

filename

Document_2021-07-23_160752.jpg

size

10MB

author

Arnout De Cleene

category

collecting, physics, technology

11:02:08



Notes

The photograph of Room 3 was made while in mandatory self-isolation
after flying to Bahrain from Frankfurt and waiting for the result of a
Covid-19 test.

the-documents.orgA square photograph with an Arabic and French
text underneath it is mounted on a foam board,
in turn mounted on a sheet of plexiglass.
The picture in the middle is flanked by a
photograph of and a text about the tumuli of Umm
Jidr (left) and the excavations at Abou Saybi (right).
They are mounted on the West wall of Guest Room
3 at the Qual’at Al-Bahrain Site Museum,
Seef, Bahrain.

Necropolises make up the main archaeological
testimonies of the Tylos period (4th century BC –
3rd century AD). The urn in the photograph
contains the remains of several babies. They most
likely fell victim to an epidemic. The size of
the ruler next to the urn remains unspecified.



the-documents.org Room 3

type

photograph

date

11.12.2020

filename

_44A7372.dng

size

49,3MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

archaeology, Bahrain, epidemic, scale, decoration

11:02:09



the-documents.orgHolding two cans of spray paint, a city employee
walks through a sweet chestnut grove on the
graveyard. He’s looking for potholes.



the-documents.org Potholes

type

photograph

date

15.07.2021

filename

IMG_7751.HEIC

size

4,7 MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

fissure, government, sign, tree

11:02:09



Sources

Image by John Sussenbach. 22 November 2021 19.00 UT North up
C14 f/11 and ASC462MC camera plus ADC, Houten (NL)

•

Elkins, J. Six Stories from the End of Representation. Images in Painting,
Photography, Astronomy, Microscopy, Particle Physics, and Quantum
Mechanics, 1980-2000. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2008, 59.

1

Ibid., 62-63.2

the-documents.orgIn Six Stories from the End of Representation,
James Elkins writes: ‘Astrophysicists are well
practised in “cleaning up” photographic plates by
adjusting colour and contrast, removing images of
dust, correcting aberrations, restoring lost pixels,
and balancing uneven background illumination.
When it comes to blur, the usual strategy is to
specify what counts as “smooth” and what counts as
“pointlike,” and then refine the image until it
exhibits the required pointlike properties’ . Still,
some astronomic images keep a certain amount of
blur (although it would be technically possible to
delineate them). Elkins continues: ‘blur does not
need to be a matter of distance from some
hypothetical optimal clarity: it can be a functional
scale, independent of the viewer’s notions of clarity
and even of the image itself’ .

1

2

On the night of 22 November 2021, I join John
Sussenbach in his backyard while he captures
Neptune.

He invites me to join him and his wife for dinner. A
prayer. Soup and bread. The images he makes, he
explains, are complex from a temporal point of
view. The light coming from Neptune has travelled
for four hours before it reaches us. Moreover, these
images are not photographs of a singular moment,
but stacked frames of a video-recording. In doing
so, he can, to some extent, eliminate the effects of a
bad ‘seeing’: the negative effect atmospheric
turbulence has on the light that reaches the
telescope.

A bright dot is jumping around on his laptop’s
screen. ‘That’s Neptune’, he says. With his index
finger he follows the dot. ‘That’s the bad seeing.
That’s the unrest.’

The next day I send him the photograph I took of
him standing on his ladder, dangerously placed on
the edge of the tarp covering his pool. ‘Nice to see
the open star cluster Pleiades in your photograph’,
he replies. He attaches the image he made that
night: ‘If there would have been a clear storm on
Neptune, it would have shown’.



the-documents.org Neptune in opposition [16/20] – Unrest

type

photograph

date

30.09.2022

filename

nep221121-1900UT-RGB-ASI462MC-

JSussenbach.jpg

size

74 KB

author

De Cleene De Cleene

category

astronomy, encounter, house, mistake, Neptune, physics, technology

11:02:10
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the-documents.org Neptune in opposition [16/20] – Unrest
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the-documents.orgThe river swells and eventually overflows, causing
the death of six people and extensive damage:
washed away bridges, damaged homes, submerged
factories, destroyed food stocks, heavily eroded
roads and paths.



the-documents.org 12M m3 [3/8] Swell

type

photograph

date

01.12.2021

filename

IMG_0507b.jpg

size

6,12 MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

impact, landscape, precipitation

11:02:11



the-documents.orgThe GPS-plotter displays the ship near Keyhaven
Lake, indefinitely. The sea appears calm, the
horizon is level from one perspective.



the-documents.org Wheelhouse (replica)

type

photograph

date

20.03.2022

filename

bridge_001.jpg

size

15,31 MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

map/plan, Reference Guide, replica/copy, sea, sticker, trompe l'oeil

11:02:11



the-documents.orgA carving that looks like a stitched-up scar (a long,
slightly curved line crossed at a right angle by
eleven short straight lines) is inserted into a short
statement about Celine and Logan. An initial of
Celine’s last name is included. At first sight it looks
like a ‘D’, but the line through the middle might just
as well make it a ‘B’. Maybe it was Celine D who
added the line in an attempt to convince those
reading the roofing that it’s actually Celine B who
blows Logan.



the-documents.org Roofing (4) – Celine & Logan

type

photograph

date

14.04.2021

filename

IMG_6511.jpeg

size

7MB

author

Michiel De Cleene

category

automobile, decoration, fissure, mistake, parking, roofing, sign

11:02:12



Sources

http://seismologie.be/nl/seismologie/aardbevingen-in-belgie/en130qj1o

the-documents.orgOn May 6th 2020, 14h06 and 31 seconds, the
Belgian Seismological Institute records an
earthquake with a 1,7 magnitude in the region of
Braine-Le-Compte. Three reactions from people in
the neighbourhood, filed by the Institute, confirm
the official seismological recordings. The Institute’s
website classifies the earthquake as a ‘quarry blast’.



the-documents.org Quarry

type

screenshot

date

16.02.2021

filename

9980.png

size

45KB

author

Arnout De Cleene

category

data storage, interference, map/plan, scale, seismology, technology

11:02:13



Sources

Thiery, M. Het woud. Een proeve van plantenaardrijkskunde. Gent:
De Garve, s.d., p. 14

the-documents.org(‘Imaginary landscape in the actual greater Gent,
some thousands of years ago. A grassy riparian
zone separates rivers from the edge of the forests’)

Imagine a deserted city of Gent, overtaken by
nature, Thiery asks the reader in his book Het woud

 fifty years, you return to the
city. Buildings have collapsed, streets are
overgrown. It has become an impenetrable, dense
forest, except for the river on which the reader
makes his or her way through it. In the first half of
the twentieth century, Leo Michel Thiery made one
of Belgium’s first botanical gardens for educational
purposes. In the middle of an industrialized quarter
of the city of Gent, the garden presented different
sceneries. There were landscapes from the Alps,
dunes, the Ardennes, steppe. Besides sceneries with
chalk-, loam-, marl- and sand-based vegetation,
there were forests, grasslands and swamps.

(The Forest). After

After his death, Thiery’s garden decayed. Decades
later, it was restored, with the Alps, dunes, the
Ardennes and steppe now classified as a protected
view.



the-documents.org Antlers

type

scan

date

21.12.2020

filename

Document_2020-12-21_083327.jpg

size

3,2MB

author

Arnout De Cleene

category

animal, botany, book, landscape

11:02:13



Sources

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/sci/suppl/2020/12/29/371.6524.34.
DC1/abb8549_Herrera_SM.pdf

•

https://www.standaard.be/cnt/dmf20210106_97889104•
http://earth.esa.int/fringe2005/proceedings/papers/677_devleeschouwer.p
df

•

the-documents.orgAs a result of intense drainage of drinking water,
an area around the Belgian city of Waver was
designated as having a potential for land subsidence
– the downward movement of the soil over
an extended period of time. People in Waver were
startled to find their town mentioned in an
international study published in Science. Flemish
newspaper De Standaard uncovered that the
researchers had used an older study, published
in 2005, which claimed that the soil in Waver had
moved some five centimeters in a period of eleven
years. Pictures of fissures in Waver-facades had
been added to the original article.

Last year, cracks in our living room wall were
covered up by placing plasterboard in front of the
plastered brick wall. As such, we avoided having to
paint the wall with the cracks and the marks left by
the IKEA Billy bookcases.



the-documents.org Plaster

type

photograph

date

11.12.2020

filename

IMG_0280.JPG

size

2,6MB

author

Arnout De Cleene

category

drought, fissure, brick, house, seismology, precipitation, book, hand

11:02:14



the-documents.orgA year before the crash, Swiss artist Charlotte Stuby
designed a tailor-made cover for the car. The dents
caused by the unfortunate hailstorm weren’t visible.
The work, called Gone Fishing, was on view during
an open air exhibition on the theme of the parking
lot. Heavy wind had caused the temporary traffic
signs on the parking lot, left there by the city
services, to tip over. One hit a car and caused a
scratch. It was unclear if this would be something
the insurance company would accept. We attached
Stuby’s cover a second time. Parking fines flew
irregularly across the lot.



the-documents.org Cover

type

photograph

date

08.02.2021

filename

P_016-1024x834.jpg

size

377KB

author

De Cleene De Cleene

category

automobile, crash, cloth, parking, precipitation, wind, sign, insurance

11:02:15



the-documents.orgTen years ago, in November, I drove up to Frisia –
the northernmost province of The Netherlands. I
was there to document the remains of air
watchtowers: a network of 276 towers that were
built in the fifties and sixties to warn the troops and
population of possible aerial danger coming from
the Soviet Union. It was very windy. The camera
shook heavily. The poplars surrounding the
concrete tower leaned heavily to one side.

I drove up to the seaside, a few kilometers farther.
The wind was still strong when I reached the grassy
dike that overlooked the kite-filled beach. I exposed
the last piece of film left on the roll. Strong gusts of
wind blew landwards.

Months later I didn’t bother to blow off the dust that
had settled on the film before scanning it. A
photograph without use, with low resolution, made
for the sake of the archive’s completeness. 

The dust on the film appears to be carried
landwards, by the same gust of wind lifting the kites.
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the-documents.orgThe river swells and eventually overflows, causing
the death of six people and extensive damage:
washed away bridges, damaged homes, submerged
factories, destroyed food stocks, heavily eroded
roads and paths.
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Sources

Excerpt from Towards Civil Dusk (De Cleene De Cleene, 2020)•

the-documents.orgSundown at the public observatory in Beisbroek. A
choir of birds mixes with the continuous hiss of the
freeway nearby. The camera captures the receding
colours. The blinds are open; the half dome is
closed. 

A documentary approach: moving along a tension
between proximity and distance. If the pendulum
swings to either side, it becomes difficult to speak
of the documentary. Proximity without distance,
and distance without proximity, undermine it,
precisely because any approach is then out of the
question.
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the-documents.orgThe car is parked on a gravel path, a few metres
down from the small road crossing the village. It
would be hopelessly stuck the next morning. While
trying to capture Neptune through the rental
telescope, I run back and forth between the tripod
on the small lawn and the trunk several times to get
other eyepieces and adapters.

I align the telescope, using three stars: Vega,
Arcturus and Deneb. 

I hear an animal. I look up and notice the interior
light of the car has switched on. 

A motorcycle around 3:14. The driver is shifting
gears rapidly. I don’t see any headlights in the
valley.

Fog sets in. Saturn practically disappears from
sight. Jupiter appears as a blob. 

I’m 380m above sea level. The highest hill in the
area is barely 500m of height. Still, the fog and the
settling dew, along with the nightly cold give it
something strangely alpine. 

The fog lifts.

I can still clearly see the ridge in the east. It should
be darker.
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Sources

Hueso, R. e.a., ‘Neptune long-lived atmospheric features in 2013-2015
from small (28-cm) to large (10-m) telescopes’, Icarus, 295, 2017, 89-
109.

•

Lorenz, R.D. e.a. ‘Backyard spectroscopy and photometry of Titan,
Uranus and Neptune’, Planetary and Space Science, 51, 2003, 113-125.

•

the-documents.orgEach night a plethora of amateur-astronomers gazes
into the sky. Their instruments and locations are
often inferior to the means available to
professionals. Yet, what they lack in terms of
technology and location, darkness and mirror
surface, they make up for in the collectivity of their
observations. They are patient observers, spread
around the globe, not bound to the strict schedules
and limited availability of the large telescopes in the
Atacama Desert. 

When amateur astronomy became fashionable, it
led to a surge of information stemming from a large
group of distinct observers: seafarers, physicians,
typists, masons. Theirs were valuable data, but if
they were to be put to scientific use, they needed to
be standardised. How to overcome the subjective
element inherent in every empirical observation?
The amateurs had to be instructed to recognize
patterns, by means of visual examples. They had to
be trained to use the right terms to describe their
observations. They had to turn chaos into order.
Recognize what they were looking at. A nebula. A
red giant. Neptune’s faint blue-greenish colour
resembling the flame of the gas stove.
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the-documents.orgTen years ago, in November, I drove up to Frisia –
the northernmost province of The Netherlands. I
was there to document the remains of air
watchtowers: a network of 276 towers that were
built in the fifties and sixties to warn the troops and
population of possible aerial danger coming from
the Soviet Union. It was very windy. The camera
shook heavily. The poplars surrounding the
concrete tower leaned heavily to one side.

I drove up to the seaside, a few kilometers farther.
The wind was still strong when I reached the grassy
dike that overlooked the kite-filled beach. I exposed
the last piece of film left on the roll. Strong gusts of
wind blew landwards.

Months later I didn’t bother to blow off the dust that
had settled on the film before scanning it. A
photograph without use, with low resolution, made
for the sake of the archive’s completeness. 

The dust on the film appears to be carried
landwards, by the same gust of wind lifting the kites.
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Sources

https://forum.thefreedictionary.com/postst182102_original-or-original-
copy.aspx

the-documents.orgOn Wednesday, May 9, 2018 at 2:23:14 PM Koh
Elaine starts the thread original or original copy on
the The Free Dictionary by Farlex’s forum.

‘Is “original copy” correct or should it be
“original”? Thanks.’

The seventh reply to Elaine’s question is Wilmar’s
on Thursday (his was preceded by towan52,
georgew, NKM, Koh Elaine, Sarrriesfan, ChrisKC,
Ashwin Joshi).

‘An original copy IS the original.

Folks usually call the document first created
the original, but some will say original copy.
If I run that original thru the copy machine,
I end up with two copies (yes, I said copies)
of the same thing – the original and the
duplicate of it (in terms of content). This is
how the term is commonly used.

If your writing or conversation depends
heavily on understand the difference, I would
recommend using the terms original and
duplicates. There are many times when that is
very important, in that the original must be
retained by a particular party, and the
duplicates are marked as such and distributed
or stored as required depending on
the document and the circumstance.

If you are just trying to make sure that you
have enough copies to distribute to everyone
at the company meeting this afternoon, use
whatever terms trips your trigger. But, if you
want to ensure that you keep custody of
the original, so that you can make additional
duplicates (copies) when additional people
attend, then be more specific about the words
you use.

OH, and, please, in the future, include some
context with your question. Asking if “word”
is correct doesn’t go very far in supplying a
reasonably useful response.’
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the-documents.orgA skiing holiday with my in-laws. The ski pass does
not allow you to visit Schatzalp. We buy a separate
ticket and take the train up the hill to the hotel,
which served as the backdrop for Thomas Mann’s
Magic Mountain. The stately hotel and former
sanatorium is gorgeous.

Meanwhile, a new virus is spreading. Some people
are coughing. I am keeping distance while waiting
in line to take the train back down to the snow-
covered village.
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Notes

Every so often architects ask me to photograph projects of theirs under a
blanket of snow. Snow-days are rare around here. In an attempt to avoid
a futile drive along roads in winter conditions, I check webcams near the
project-to-be-photographed before setting out.

Sources

Webcam Grimbergen, meteobelgie.be:
https://www.meteobelgie.be/waarnemingen/belgie/webcam/272/grimberg
en

•

http://www.rvg.be•

the-documents.orgRecreational airfield at Grimbergen, webcam
footage.

The frame shows the first movement on
the terrain. The gate has been opened,
the barrier lowered. A black car is in the
back. In the forefront, aviation signs on
the ground: a yellow cross on a surface
painted red; an arrow in a 90° angular
shape;  two circles connected by a line;
a T-shaped line.

09:10:00

Two men talking, each one on one side
of the barrier. The man on the side of
the airstrip has two dogs with him.
The aviation signs have changed:
the arrow is gone; the horizontal bar of
the T-symbol has moved to the other
side of the vertical line; one yellow line
that made up the cross on the red
surface is gone, leaving one yellow
diagonal line.

09:20:00

A small white aircraft (the two men and
the dogs are gone).

10:09:01

The aircraft in the same position, with
what seems to be an open roof.

10:20:01

Aircraft leaving the gas station where it
was before.

10:40:00

A white car at the gas station, where
previously the aircraft was stationed;
a silhouette of a man, perhaps.

11:10:01

White car gone.11:30:01

Small white aircraft at the gas station;
man in red jacket next to the aircraft.
Not clear if it is the same aircraft seen in
frame 10:09:01.

11:50:01

Aircraft appears to be heading for take-
off.

12:10:01

Aircraft gone.12:20:01

White dots on the grass that appear to be
birds.

12:40:01

First precipitation: snow, visibility
lessens.

14:10:00

More snow, wind is stronger; someone
has replaced the yellow stripe so that,
again, a yellow cross is formed on the
red background.

14:20:00

The grass and the concrete get
increasingly white. No aircrafts,
vehicles or persons can be discerned.
The aviation signs beneath the thin-
layered snow are still visible,
and unaltered.

15:10:00

Recreational airfield at Grimbergen, webcam
footage.

The frame shows the first movement on
the terrain. The gate has been opened,
the barrier lowered. A black car is in the
back. In the forefront, aviation signs on
the ground: a yellow cross on a surface
painted red; an arrow in a 90° angular
shape;  two circles connected by a line;
a T-shaped line.

09:10:00

Two men talking, each one on one side
of the barrier. The man on the side of
the airstrip has two dogs with him.
The aviation signs have changed:
the arrow is gone; the horizontal bar of
the T-symbol has moved to the other
side of the vertical line; one yellow line
that made up the cross on the red
surface is gone, leaving one yellow
diagonal line.

09:20:00

A small white aircraft (the two men and
the dogs are gone).

10:09:01

The aircraft in the same position, with
what seems to be an open roof.

10:20:01

Aircraft leaving the gas station where it
was before.

10:40:00

A white car at the gas station, where
previously the aircraft was stationed;
a silhouette of a man, perhaps.

11:10:01

White car gone.11:30:01

Small white aircraft at the gas station;
man in red jacket next to the aircraft.
Not clear if it is the same aircraft seen in
frame 10:09:01.

11:50:01

Aircraft appears to be heading for take-
off.

12:10:01

Aircraft gone.12:20:01

White dots on the grass that appear to be
birds.

12:40:01

First precipitation: snow, visibility
lessens.

14:10:00

More snow, wind is stronger; someone
has replaced the yellow stripe so that,
again, a yellow cross is formed on the
red background.

14:20:00

The grass and the concrete get
increasingly white. No aircrafts,
vehicles or persons can be discerned.
The aviation signs beneath the thin-
layered snow are still visible,
and unaltered.

15:10:00
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the-documents.orgThe GPS-plotter displays the ship near Keyhaven
Lake, indefinitely. The sea appears calm, the
horizon is level from one perspective.
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the-documents.orgA sheet of brushed aluminium serves as the base for
a monochromatic print showing a circular floor plan
and seven photographs. The nearby Prosopis
cineraria, known as the ‘Tree of Life’, is a well-
known tourist attraction in the Arabian Desert near
Jebel Dukhan. The plaque shows how the recently
constructed concrete structure, circling the four
hundred year old tree, allows the visitors to see and
photograph the landmark in new and – because of
the tree’s decentralized position – surprising ways.
In summer the temperature can rise well over 40°C.
The different expansion rates of the aluminium and
its imprint cause the latter to crack.
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Notes

Photograph taken and recovered from my trash bin on 18.12.2020.

the-documents.orgNear Avenue 61 on an artificial island close to Seef,
a truck is being towed after the driver lost control
over the vehicle and flipped it onto its side. A warm
wind blows in from the Persian Gulf.

A police officer signals us to come closer. ‘Why are
you taking pictures?’ he asks. ‘This is just an
accident. You have to delete the pictures from your
phone. Now.’ After checking the pictures-folder on
our phones, he gets in his car, drives a few metres,
stops the car and rolls down his window. ‘And don’t
do it again!’ he yells. Then he drives off, raising a
cloud of sand in his wake.
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Sources

https://waarnemingen.be/species/600135/•
https://waarnemingen.be/observation/244840499/•
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aggressive_mimicry•

the-documents.orgThe Cryptolaemus montrouzieri is commonly
known as the mealybug destroyer. This species of
ladybird gets its nickname from its capacity to battle
mealybugs in plantations and greenhouses.

The website waarnemingen.be that gathers
observations of plants and animals in Belgium lists
multiple observations in the wild of the
Cryptolaemus montrouzieri. The website explains
that ‘in (northern) Europe, the species is widely
traded and used in greenhouses and will regularly
escape from them. But this ladybird cannot survive
our winters (yet?). Sightings within the Benelux
must therefore be entered into the register as
“escape”. However, the species is already
established in the Mediterranean area.’ (our
translation)

The larvae have a waxy covering that makes them
look like the mealybugs they prey upon, allowing
them to avoid being correctly identified by the ones
they are about to devour. 

In an attempt to get rid of the mealybugs on my
plants, I ordered 25 adult ladybirds. They were dead
on arrival.
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Sources

https://forum.thefreedictionary.com/postst182102_original-or-original-
copy.aspx

the-documents.orgOn Wednesday, May 9, 2018 at 2:23:14 PM Koh
Elaine starts the thread original or original copy on
the The Free Dictionary by Farlex’s forum.

‘Is “original copy” correct or should it be
“original”? Thanks.’

The seventh reply to Elaine’s question is Wilmar’s
on Thursday (his was preceded by towan52,
georgew, NKM, Koh Elaine, Sarrriesfan, ChrisKC,
Ashwin Joshi).

‘An original copy IS the original.

Folks usually call the document first created
the original, but some will say original copy.
If I run that original thru the copy machine,
I end up with two copies (yes, I said copies)
of the same thing – the original and the
duplicate of it (in terms of content). This is
how the term is commonly used.

If your writing or conversation depends
heavily on understand the difference, I would
recommend using the terms original and
duplicates. There are many times when that is
very important, in that the original must be
retained by a particular party, and the
duplicates are marked as such and distributed
or stored as required depending on
the document and the circumstance.

If you are just trying to make sure that you
have enough copies to distribute to everyone
at the company meeting this afternoon, use
whatever terms trips your trigger. But, if you
want to ensure that you keep custody of
the original, so that you can make additional
duplicates (copies) when additional people
attend, then be more specific about the words
you use.

OH, and, please, in the future, include some
context with your question. Asking if “word”
is correct doesn’t go very far in supplying a
reasonably useful response.’
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the-documents.orgA half a day’s walk from the Fuente Dé teleférico,
there are less and less traces of passers-by. The path
to Sotres suddenly runs through a lusher green.
The fence between two pastures keeps the sheep
from crossing and coincides with the border
between two regions. A hole in the fence would
change the landscape’s hue.
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the-documents.orgThe orthopaedic surgeon left early that morning for
his shift at the hospital some twenty kilometres
away. It must have been around the time Neptune
was at its highest, invisible in the morning sky. 

When he got back later that day, we attached a tow
cable to the front of my car and the back of his.
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